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ABSTRACT

To assess pitch-related brain lateralization effects, evoked
magnetic fields in response to dichotic rippled noise (RN)
were recorded by means of whole-head magneto-
encephalography (MEG). Four dichotic stimulus constel-
lations (111- or 133-Hz RN to one ear, white noise to the
other) were applied in randomized order. The evoked fields
delineated three stages of central-auditory processing. (1)
Attention-dependent ear × hemisphere interactions were
observed as early as the M50 field (50-80 ms post stimulus
onset), presumably reflecting early streaming of auditory
information. (2) The relatively late M100 field (136 ms)
was significantly lateralized to the left hemisphere, but
showed a pitch-related modulation of right- rather than
left-hemisphere activity. The observed interaction between
periodic and aperiodic signal components suggests this
time window to reflect pitch-synchronous spectral
evaluation. (3) A time window centered at 192 ms showed a
main effect of RN pitch, presumably due to sensory
memory operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pitch represents a distinct aspect of auditory scaling on a
low/high dimension. On the bases of clinical and dichotic
listening data, complex pitch processing was assumed to
primarily depend upon the right auditory cortex [1 2].
Recordings of auditory evoked potentials, characterized by
high temporal resolution, revealed pitch-related activity, as
a rule, to be stronger in the right than the left hemisphere.
Using whole-head magnetoencephalography (MEG),
furthermore, shorter latencies of mismatch responses to
pitch-deviant stimuli in the right as compared to the left
hemisphere have been documented [3].

In order to delineate early cortical stages of complex pitch
perception, the present study recorded evoked magnetic
fields using the rippled noise paradigm, largely masking
simple tonotopic representations [4]. Fundamental fre-
quencies of 111 and 133 Hz were selected, being in the
range used in speech communication. Since previous
studies found evoked fields to depend on the attentional
setting [5], MEG measurements were performed either
during visual distraction or auditory attention. A dichotic
mode of stimulus application was used since former inves-
tigations provided some evidence that this configuration
unmasks functional cerebral asymmetries [5]. To differ-
entially assess the noise and the pitch aspect RN, additional
control experiments tested MEG responses to pulse trains,
pulse trains mixed with noise, and 'pure' noise.
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2. METHODS

y healthy right-handed volunteers participated in the
t experiment. White noise (WN) was generated by
of commercial software (CSL4300, Kay Elemetrics;

ln Park, NJ) and reduplicated two times. These copies
uperimposed on the original noise portion at a delay
ponding to the inverse (copy 1) or the twofold inverse
2) of the intended F0 (Fig. 1 and 2).

. Generation of rippled noise (RN)

. Spectrogram of rippled noise (RN)

different delay periods (9.0 and 7.5 ms) were
ered, yielding an F0 of 111 (low) or 133 Hz (high),
tively. Sixteen 190-ms segments of the original white
an well as sixteen 190-ms segments of the RN signal
elected to construct the dichotic stimulus pairs1 used
e MEG experiment. Dichotic stimulus patterns
rised application of WN to one ear and low- or
itched RN to the opposite side, resulting in four pitch
combinations. All stimuli were band-pass filtered
6000 Hz) to remove the spectral F0 component and
harmonics (missing-fundamental complex pitch).
N and RN segments were assigned to the successive

tic stimulus pairs in a pseudo-randomized order,
ed with respect to the two pitches and ear of RN
ation. As a consequence, the WN stimuli of two



consecutive dichotic pairs, as a rule, slightly varied in their
spectral-temporal structure, irrespective of RN pitch and
ear of RN presentation. At the perceptual level, the
obtained RN stimuli were characterized as noise bursts with
a 'hidden' tone component. Preceding psychoacoustic tests
had found subjects able to discriminate the two pitches in
more than about 80% of trials. As a rule, subjects were
unable to reliably detect the ear of RN application.

MEG recordings took place in a sound-attenuated,
magnetic-shielded booth, subjects lying supine during the
measurements. Acoustic stimuli were presented at a
comfortable loudness (ca. 70 dB) via air-tube headphones.
The four different ear × pitch configurations were applied
80 times each in pseudo-randomized order (=240 stimuli
per run; onset-to-onset ISI = 1.2 s). Subjects had to perform
a visual monitoring task (preattentive-condition) or to
respond to either the lower or the higher pitch of the RN
sounds (attend-conditions). The entire session
encompassed six runs: visual distraction, low target, high
target, visual distraction, high target, low target. Behavioral
responses (synchronous lifting of both index fingers) were
registered by means of an optical device.

Fig. 3. Time course of evoked magnetic fields in
dependency of attentional demands (subspace projection
onto the calculated dipole structure, all subjects and both
hemispheres pooled, time in ms post stimulus onset).

Using a whole-head MEG device (CTF system, Vancouver,
Canada; 151 sensors, sampling rate = 250 Hz, cutoff = 80
Hz), evoked fields were recorded across a time-interval of
550 ms, including a pre-stimulus baseline of a duration of
150 ms. After baseline removal and automatic eye-blink
artefact rejection, dipole analysis was applied in order to
derive time courses of left- and right-hemisphere magnetic
brain responses. A bilateral position-symmetric pair of
dipoles was fitted to the grand averages across the entire
group of subjects such that residual variance across the
entire 400 ms post-stimulus interval was minimized.
Subspace projection onto this dipole structure allows for
the delineation of left- and right-hemisphere response
curves. Using all recording channels, this method evaluates
those variance components that are accounted for by the
dipole model. The average curves for the three attentional
conditions are displayed in Figure 2 . These responses are
characterized by a double-peaked M50 similar to the one
observed in earlier studies (Ackermann et al., 2001,
Hertrich et al., 2000), a relatively late (ca. 130 ms) negative
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within the time domain of the M100 as well as a
r decline up to about 300 ms (Fig. 3). Statistical
is considered three time windows comprising the
omponent of the M50 field (M76: 72-80 ms), the
ely late M100 in case of RN stimuli (M136: 128-144
nd a later component (M192: 180-204 ms).

er to further differentiate between noise and pitch
ssing, three control conditions were tested: a) strictly
ic stimuli (regular-impulse pitch, 111 Hz and 133
b) non-pitch noise stimuli (repetitions of the same
portion (WN-MON) or or 16 different noise portions
dom order (WN-VAR), c) variable or stereotypic
mixed with an impulse pitch component (IP-MON or
R). The pitch prominence of the IP-MON and
R stimuli was chosen such that pitch detection was as
lt as in the RN experiment.

3. RESULTS
avioral responses to RN pitch targets

verage score of correct responses (mean reaction time
ms, SD = 73 ms) across target detection trials was
out of the total of applied RN stimuli (finger lifting

e of target pitch, no reaction to non-target pitch). At
roup level, Spearman rank correlation between
on time and the number of correct responses achieved
e of -0.46 (n = 20, p < 0.05). Males and females did
ignificantly differ in performance. Side (ear) of
us application had neither an effect on reaction time
the number of correct responses.

luence of the attentional setting on MEG responses

hly significant attention main effect emerged across
ee time windows (p < 0.001). Figure 3 displays a shift

trajectories of dipole strength obtained during the
target detection tasks toward the negative domain as
ared to visual distraction. In other words, selective
ry attention resulted in a decrease of the amplitude of
ositive' field component M76 concomitant with
er 'negative' deflections subsequent to the

100 transition. As a further step of analysis, the
responses to the target (manual reaction required) and
rget RN stimuli (factor target) were compared. No

icant main effect could be detected for the M76,
, and M192. As displayed in Fig. 3, up to ca. 220 ms
get and the non-target curve are almost congruent.

erality effects

76 analysis window exhibits an attention × ear × side
ction (p < 0.01). Post-hoc analyses yielded no
icant functional asymmetries (p > 0.1) under the
entive-condition. In contrast, during the auditory
oring tasks an ear × side interaction was present (p <
In particular, selective auditory attention led to an
etric M76 reduction which was more pronounced in

misphere contralateral to the ear of RN application
a and 4b). Consistently across target- and non-target

tions (Fig. 4c and 4d), the right hemisphere yielded
values for left- as compared to right-ear RN.



Figure 5. Interactions of attentional demands with ear of
RN presentation and hemisphere (LH = left, RH = right)
across the time course of evoked fields (subspace
projcetion onto the group dipoles, time in ms post stimulus
onset). Upper panels: preattentive (visual distraction)
versus auditory attention (pooled across both target
conditions); lower panels: non-target (no response) versus
target pitch (response required).

Fig. 6. Interaction of pitch with hemisphere (LH = left, RH
= right) across the time course of evoked fields depending
on the target status of the respective stimuli.

Only the M136 component of the evoked magnetic fields
(M136) exhibited a main effect of side, i.e., lateralization of
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d brain activity across all conditions, in terms of
ced negative values over the left as compared to the
hemisphere (Fig. 5 and 6). Nevertheless, the right-
than left-sided responses were found to depend upon
RN application (ear × side interaction, p < 0.05).

stently across attention conditions, right-hemisphere
tion was stronger following left- as compared to
ar RN (Fig. 5). Most noteworthy, furthermore, the
field showed a target × pitch × side interaction (p <
during the detection tasks: Within the right

phere, 133-Hz events yielded stronger responses than
11-Hz cognates (Fig. 6b), whereas a tendency toward
posite effect emerged in association with non-target
i (Fig. 6a).

M192 analysis window: Representation of low
s high pitch

s all conditions, the M192 analysis window showed
er activation in response to the high- (133 Hz) as

ared to the low-pitched (111 Hz) RN stimuli (p < 0.01;
). None of the considered time windows exhibited the
e constellation, i.e. stronger activation following the
itch stimulus. The observed significant ear × side
ctions resemble those observed of the M136
onent: stronger right-hemisphere activation following
s compared to right-ear RN application (Fig. 5). By
st, ear asymmetry of left-hemisphere activation was

sistent across the target versus non-target conditions
icated by a target × ear × side interaction (p < 0.05).

5a displays the preattentive-condition to yield a
r gain for both hemispheres (post-hoc test: ear main
for the preattentive-condition p < 0.01) whereas the
emisphere shows an opposite pattern under the
rget condition, i.e., stronger activation following
as compared to left-ear RN application.

ntrol conditions I (impulse pitch without noise)

: Regular-impulse pitch (strictly periodic) control
tion: Right-lateralization and main effect of pitch

the time course of evoked fields.

voked fields during the first control session testing
ses to regular-impulse stimuli without an aperiodic

onent considerably differed from the patterns
bed for the main experiment: The M50 field was



largely reduced and a pronounced M100 peak was observed
with a shorter latency of ca. 110 ms post stimulus onset. In
order to account for this rather focussed activity, dipole
analysis was restricted to a time window ranging from
100-120 ms post stimulus onset, using the grand average
across subjects and conditions. The M100 field showed
significant main effects of pitch (p < 0.001) and side (p <
0.05). As a rule, the right hemisphere and the higher pitch
value yielded stronger M100 fields as compared to the left
hemisphere and low pitch, respectively.

Control conditions II (pure noise and noise mixed with
regular-impulse pitch)

The data acquired during the second control session were
evaluated using the same dipole model and the same
analysis windows (M76, M136, M192) as in the main
experiment since the average time course of MEG
responses was quite similar to the ones in the RN
experiment. A first ANOVA considered the two non-pitch
noise conditions only (noise: WN_MON versus WN_VAR;
side: left versus right hemisphere). As under the RN
conditions, a significant main effect of side was observed at
the level of the M136 time window (p > 0.01) concomitant
with a similar tendency of the M76 component: the left
hemisphere yielded weaker M76 and stronger M136 fields
than the right side. Since the non-pitch control condition
showed a similar main effect of side for M136 as the RN
stimuli of the main experiment, this aspect of asymmetric
cortical activation must be bound to noise, i.e.,
non-harmonic spectral energy, rather than pitch processing.

Fig. 8. Interaction of periodicity (IP versus WN) with noise
variability (MON versus VAR) during the time course of
evoked fields.

A second ANOVA tested the MEG signals depending on
the presence or absence of a pitch-inducing regular impulse
component (periodicity: IP_MON and IP_VAR versus
WN_MON and WN_VAR) and noise variability (noise:
IP_VAR and WN_VAR versus IP_MON and WN_MON).
Periodicity showed significant main effects on the M136 (p
< 0.001), and M192 (p < 0.001). The projections onto the
dipole model show stronger negative deflections for the
periodic stimuli as compared to the aperiodic cognates
(Figure 8). Significant main effects of noise were observed
for the M76 (p < 0.05) and the M136 (p < 0.001).
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rmore, the M136 showed a periodicity × noise
ction (p < 0.01): In the absence of a pitch-inducing
component, the M136 was approximately equal for

o noise types whereas in the presence of an additional
component the variable noise condition gave rise to a
erably stronger M136 as compared to the stereotypic
condition (Figure 8). In other words, sensitivity to
differences in aperiodic signal components seems to
anced in the presence of an additional periodic signal

onent.

4. CONCLUSIONS

ost significant findings of the dipole analysis of
tic fields evoked by dichotic RN stimuli were:

ft-pronounced M100, with pitch-related modulations
right- rather than left-hemisphere, (2) a global effect
ective auditory attention, (3) ear × hemisphere side
ctions predominantly reflecting enhanced
hemisphere processing of left-ear pitch-conveying
i, and (4) stronger responses to the higher-pitch
us as compared to the low cognate.

nciple, these results confirm previous assumptions of
hemisphere pitch processing. Furthermore, as a novel
g, a strong noise-induced left-hemisphere M100
ty could be documented. This observation might be
nt with respect to the interpretation of laterality
s during consonant perception. The interaction of
ic and aperiodic signal components enhancing the
field in both hemispheres might reflect a stage of

synchronous spectral evaluation. The stronger
ses to the higher- as compared to the lower-pitch
i might be due to sensory memory operations

aring a current stimulus with the preceding ones,
mitant with an inherent 'markedness' of higher over
pitch values.
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